
 

 

 

Autumn 

 

Potions 

Rocks 

1066 

 

Spring 

 

Sound 

Traders and Raiders 

Bottoms, Burps and Bile 

 

Summer 

 

Electricity 

Tribal Takes 

Scientists and Inventors 

Our Topics English Maths 

 

 

Children will bring their Homework book home every  
Friday and it needs to be returned by Wednesday. 
Children should have a suitable place and basic equipment 
to complete their work. 
Please encourage your child to complete their homework 
independently but let us know if they have found anything 
difficult. If not completed, children will attend Homework 
Catch-Up Club at lunchtime. 
 

Homework 
 

 

Year 3 children will have the opportunity to take part in a 
two day residential to Ingestre Hall Arts Centre. They will 
be involved in a range of activities: dance, theatre, art and 
radio. It’s a great opportunity for the children and we hope 
that you will encourage them to sign up. A meeting for  

parents will be held to explain this in more detail and give 
you the chance to ask any questions. 

Residential  

 

 

 

Reading 

Reading is crucial to all areas of the school curriculum. In 
Year 3 children will be reading for at least 20 minutes per 
day from their own reading book. They will also take part in 
Guided Reading and listen to a class  

reading book on a daily basis. 

Children are expected to read at least three times a week 
at home and parents are asked to sign their Reading  

Record Book each time. Children who do not read three 
times in a week will receive a sticker, reminding parents 
and children to read more at home. 

 

Spelling 

Children will bring a list of words home each week. These 
may follow a specific spelling pattern/rule or maybe taken 
from the list of common exception words. We expect  

children to practise these spellings throughout the week in 
preparation for their test every Friday. 

 

 

 

Children are asked to practise their multiplication facts of 
the x2, x3, x4, x5, x8 and x10 times tables.  

It is important that your child is able to recall these facts 
instantly, rather than use their fingers to ‘count on’. 

TT Rock Stars should be played for at least 30 minutes each 
week to help secure these important number facts. 

Children will have a multiplication test every Monday and 
Friday and will work towards their Times Tables Awards 
where they will be given 5 minutes to complete their test. 

 

Bronze-30 questions (x2, x5, x10) 

Silver-45 questions (x2, x3, x4, x5, x10) 

Gold-64 questions (x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x10) 

Platinum-89 questions (all facts up to 12x12) 

Diamond-100 questions (all facts up to 12x12) 
 

Children are expected to get each test correct 3 times  

and they then apply this knowledge to a division test  

before moving on to the next award. 

 

 

Children may bring a bottle of water (not juice) in to the 
classroom so that they remain hydrated throughout the 
day. We ask children to have a healthy snack Monday to 
Thursday but they may bring a treat on a Friday. Lunch  

boxes should be healthy and only one small cake or  

chocolate bar should be included. Lunch boxes should  

contain fruit and sandwiches should always be savoury (not 
chocolate spread or jam). 

Being Healthy 

p.brennan@st-johns-swindon.staffs.sch.uk 


